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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks.

1. (a) Write fundamental steps of Digital image

processing. 10
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(b) Write simple image formation model.10

2. (a) What are neighbours of a pixel ‘p’ located

at (x, y) cordinate ? 6

(b) Define adjacency criteria, what is 4-

adjacency, 8-adjacency, m-adjacency ? 4

3. (a) What is image negative ? How is it

obtained using linear spatial domain

transformation. Cleary write the

transformation used for this ? 8

(b) What is Histogram equalization ? What

is its use ? 12

4. (a) How Fourier transform is used in image

processing ? Explain its usefulness with

applications. 8

(b) Write working and uses of Gaussian law

pass filters. Compare its results with other

low-pass filters used in image processing.

12

5. (a) How 2-D Fourier transform can be

obtained using 1-D Fourier transform. 7

(b) Why sharpening frequency domain filters

are used in image processing ? Write

their applications. 13

6. (a) Explain model of the image degradation/

restoration process with block diagram. 8

(b) What are order statistics filters ? Explain

their working and write whether these

filters are linear or nonlinear. 12

7. (a) Why image compression is used ? What

are its advantages ? 10

(b) What is the difference between lossless

and lossy compression. 10

8. Write short notes on any two of the following :

(i) Detection of discontinuities in images

(ii) Role of illumination in thresholding

(iii) Region Growing for segmentation.

2×10=20
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